Abstract: This paper presents controller design for one link arm with parametric uncertainty. Recently, many manufacturing robots are operated in manufacturing facilities, with the aim of labor and cost saving or improvement of the productivity. Such robots need to have positioning performance of high precision. In condition that there is uncertainty in plant dynamics, desired control performance may not be attained because the controller is designed according to mathematical model of a plant. So it is important that the designed control system have robust control performance. In this paper, QFT robust controller is designed for one link arm with parametric uncertainty. Simulation experiments are run for control system designed by using QFT and conventional method. The results are compared with each other and it is found that the control system designed by QFT shows robust performance and can suppress the unevenness of output against parametric uncertainty.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, many manufacturing robots are operated in manufacturing facilities, with the aim of labor and cost saving or improvement of the productivity. In particular, automatic sorting robot for products in assortment line is used to improve the productivity. In case of having the robots do such operations, it is demanded that they have manipulator tip positioning performance of high precision to the target position. But in condition that products of various weights are handled, positioning precision and control performance, such as settling time,would deteriorate because controller are designed according to mathematical models that represent these dynamics, and they includ parameters, such as weights of grabbing product with there robot hand. So the controller needs to have robust control performance against parameter uncertainty in plant dynamics. It means that control system maintain its performance constant even if there is parametric uncertainty. Recently, many studies for control problem under plant uncertainty are done because conventional control theory is based on the assumption that the dynamics of plant is fully well-known, and that the mathematical model of controlled object accurately reflects behavior of that in the real world. Nowadays, robust control theory is developed in order to solve these problems and H infinity control theory, one of robust control theorys, is applied to many control systems. H infinity control theory can handle unstructured uncertainty of plant, but it can not directly cope with structured uncertainty such as parameter variation. Additionally, it is not perfect in regard to that control performance against all varying plant can not be guaranteed.
In this paper, Quantitative Feedback Theory [1] (QFT) is introduced and robust controller for one link arm with parametric uncertainty is designed by using it. QFT is one of the robust control theories, and developed from classical control theory. QFT can cope with parametric uncertainty in a plant. In design procedure, the area where plant can exist in accordance with parameter variation is illustrated on Nichols chart for each frequency. It is called template. By using it, the controller is designed in order to satisfy performance specification for all plants being possible to exist.
MODEL OF ONE LINK ARM
Let consider one link arm as shown in Fig.1 . It simulates the sorting robot in manufacturing facility. It consists of a Direct-Drive (DD) motor as an actuator, a rigid arm and a payload mass at free end of arm, imitating carried product. The arm is driven by DD motor and rotates in the horizontal plane. DD motor is actuated by input torque τ [Nm] . The specification of motor is as shown in 
The Laplace transform of Eq. (1) gives the transfer function from τ to θ as follows;
Here, J donates rotating inertia of whole arm system, and is represented as follows;
D is the friction coefficient around the motor rotary axis. From Eq.(3), it is found that value of J varies depending 
Now, we consider 7 patterns of J and 10 patterns of D as parameters of P (s), and let P(s) donates the set of the plant transfer functions. 
EFFECT OF PARAMETER VARIATION
In this section, the effect of plat parameter variation on control performance of 1 link arm system is studied. As described in Section 2, values of J and D vary in a certain range. We employ average values of each parameter as nominal plant.
LetP (s) donates nominal plant. PD controller has been designed in order forP (s) to satisfy following performance specifications.
Designed controller is as follows;
Simulation experiment has been done on control system shown in Fig. 2 Fig. 4 . From Fig. 4 , it is found that the responses of output θ(t) are uneven and some response violates performance specifications. From these results, it can be seen that the controller designed forP (s) can not always ensure the desired performance with variation in parameters ofP (s). 
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CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN USING QFT
In control system, it is desirable for controlled output of plant θ(t) to satisfy performance specification in spite of parameter uncertainty in a plant. In QFT design procedure, designer determine the performanse specifications that resonse of θ(t) should lie in. It has certain width as tolerance in time and frequency domains. Controller is designed on Nichols Chart (NC) so that all θ(t) lie between these specifications. These specifications are described on NC as boundary.
Consider feedback control system shown in Fig.5 . Control objective is to control angular position of arm. We design C(s) and F (s) in order to satisfy performance specifications.
QFT design procedure is as follows; STEP1 Determine perfomance specification in time and frequancy domains. STEP2 Gain the area where varying plant can exist on NC, called template. 
Performance Specification
Here, performance specifications in time domain is determined as follows; 
Template
One of the features of QFT is to describe the plant as a contour. On NC, the plant is expressed as point at certain frequency. If parameters of plant model vary, the plant is expressed on NC as contour for each value of frequency. It is referred to as a template. Therefore template represents the region where the plant can exist. So the desiner can confirm uncertainty in plant visually from templates. Fig.8 shows templates of P (s) with variations of J and D at each frequancy.
Bound on NC
Let us determine performance specification on NC. As one of the features of NC, we can obtain peak gain of closed loop system by plotting gain-phase curve of open loop transfer function on NC. This peak gain is given by constant M curve which gain-phase curve is tangent to, called M-contour. Therefore, if peak gain M p (dB) of performance specification in frequency domain is given, Mcontour representing M p can be obtained on NC, which However, gain-phase curve of C(s)P (s) is represented as certain region if plant model P (s) has parametric uncertainty, as stated in former section. So consider that we take down lower half of M-contour by V (dB), which is maximum variation of templates in bandwidth frequency, to make gain margin. The region constructed by Mcontour and gain margin is called U-contour. If gainphase curve of C(s)P (s) does not invade U-contour, it means that performance specification about the peak gain is satisfied for all varying plant P.
This time, peak gain of frequency domain performance specification, M p , and maximum variation of templates, V (dB) take following values. Then, U-contour has form as shown in Fig.9 . -180 -160 -140 -120 -100 -80 
Loop Shaping
From upper specification in Eq.(12), the main object of controller design is written as follows;
M p is a peak magnitude of closed loop transfer function. This specification is described on Nichols chart as bound, called as U-contour (See Fig.9 ). As stated in Sec. 
SIMULATION
In this section, simulation tests are run to compare control performance of QFT control system designed in former section with conventional PID control system. We consider 70 patterns of set of J and D in plant dynamics. As conventional controller, the following PID is used; C P (s) = 1.3 + 0.001/s + 0. 
CONCLUTION
In this paper, QFT method has been successfully applied to the 1 link arm system and robust control system has been designed. Through simulation test, it shows robust control performance against parameter uncertainty, compared with conventional PID control method. In future works, experiment will be performed using actual 1 link arm system and control performance will be tested experimentally. 
